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From my Desk
Welcome to the September 2015 issue of the Burnside Historical
Society Newsletter. Those of you who are receiving this publication
electronically will find a number of links to extra events and articles. If
you would like to convert from hard copy to the electronic version,
please email your details to me at sjllbrown@internode.on.net.
Any articles or information for future issues can also be emailed to
this address.
The deadline for the December 2015 issue is Friday 23 October.
Judy Brown (Newsletter compiler)
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Membership fees are $37 family and $25 single, due in April each year
and may be sent to the Treasurer at the Society’s address, paid at a monthly
meeting or by a direct bank transfer.
The Society gratefully acknowledges annual grant funding from the City
of Burnside to help support the production of this Newsletter.
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President’s Message
Thank you to those members who have agreed to support the
Society by taking up new or extra tasks. We have a full supper
roster and two members to join the Plaques and Mines Committee.
One of our objectives is to supply the Local History Collection of the
Burnside Library with copies of talks about the City of Burnside
area, and to facilitate this we are grateful to John Love for coming
out of retirement to record our meetings. Unfortunately there were
issues with the hall equipment, but I am pleased to report that it has
since been checked and several of our members trained in its use.
Additional help is needed to set up the Information Tables at the
rear of the hall at the start of the meeting and to pack away, and I
would be pleased to hear from any member(s) able to volunteer for
this task.
In June Sally Hopton gave a character study of her respected greatgrandfather Edward Meade Bagot, his energy in a variety of
pursuits and his resilience in seeking out pastoral lands. Some new
street names and additional information about “unknown” streets
have been added to the third edition of Burnside Street Names and
their Origins, launched at the July meeting by Mayor David Parkin.
Rob Linn then gave a comprehensive picture of 175 years of the
Adelaide Show, bringing back a range of memories and at the
August meeting Sara King discussed archival items from early days
in our district.
The costings for both the rehabilitation of Osmond Gilles grave and
Wheal Watkins have been received. Dr Ross Both and I will meet
with Burnside Council staff to work through the details of the latter.
In August the Society applied for a Community Grant for 2015/16 –
for upgrading the website, producing the newsletter and designing
and uploading the Beulah Park Heritage Walk to our website.
We were saddened to learn of Hazel Newton’s recent passing. A
member for ten years, she faithfully served as supper convenor,
enjoying the company of those on the roster and members on trips.
Meredith Ide JP
Save the date...Monday 18 January 2016
A visit to the Royal Agricultural and Horticultural Society of SA Archives
to meet archivist Marilyn Ward. Dinner afterwards at nearby Goodwood
Hotel.
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Burnside Historical Society is now on Facebook
Thank you to Amy Ide for introducing this initiative. Amy explains below the
objective of a Facebook page:
The Burnside Historical Society Facebook page will complement the
Society's webpage and will be used to:






promote the Society’s meetings and other events such as tours and
walks
provide notification of when the latest newsletter is available and a link
to the newsletter
share historical photos of Burnside
share information about the history of Burnside
share links to media articles about historical matters in Burnside.

Facebook is a social networking website that lets people access information
in a different format to a regular webpage and makes it easy to share
information with family and friends.
Other historical organisations, museums, and history-related events also
have Facebook pages which might be of interest to members. Links to these
pages can be accessed through the 'Liked by this page' section of the
Society's Facebook page.
The Burnside Historical Society's Facebook page is accessible to anyone on
the internet - just go to www.facebook.com/burnsidehistory. If you have a
Facebook account, please share the Society's Facebook page with your
friends and encourage them to click LIKE.

Valmai Hankel AM, PSM
Congratulations to our member Ms Valmai Hankel PSM
(Public Service Medal) who was awarded an AM in the
General Division of the Order of Australia, in the Queen’s
Birthday Honours 2015
for significant service to library and information services,
particularly in South Australia, and to the wine industry as a
writer.
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Program of MEETINGS and EVENTS for 2014
MEETINGS of the Burnside Historical Society are held in the
Burnside Community Centre, corner of Portrush Road and Fisher Street,
Tusmore (car park and entrance off Fisher Street) at 7.30 pm on the third
Monday of the month, unless an alternative time or venue is notified.
Admission is free and supper provided. Visitors are most welcome.

Monday 21 September - Associate Professor Christine Garnaut
What is an Architecture Museum? The evolution, activities and
contributions of the Architecture Museum at the University of Adelaide
This talk will outline the origins and evolution of architecture museums
and similar entities overseas and address their role and contributions. It
will introduce the Architecture Museum at the University of South
Australia (UniSA), which is Australia’s only architecture museum, and
trace its evolution and development since it was launched in 2005. The
presentation will reflect on potential future directions for the Architecture
Museum.
Christine Garnaut is Associate Research Professor in Planning and
Architectural History in the School of Art, Architecture and Design at
UniSA. Her research focuses on twentieth century planned environments,
primarily in South Australia. She has been associated with the
Architecture Museum and its antecedents since the early 1980s. In 2014
she was appointed to the Board of the International Confederation of
Architectural Museums.
Monday 19 October – Darren Peacock
Avenues of Honour
More than any other people, Australians have chosen to honour their war
dead through the planting of memorial trees. Across the country there are
more than 650 formal plantings, known as Avenues of Honour, to
acknowledge military service and sacrifice. Darren Peacock will describe
the work done so far to discover more about the Avenues and to engage
local communities in documenting, preserving and restoring them.

Dr Darren Peacock is the Chief Executive Officer of the National Trust of
South Australia. He has worked for a range of cultural and environmental
organisations including museums in Australia, Europe and North
America. He is particularly interested in the transformative possibilities of
digital technologies for cultural heritage awareness and promotion. In the
past two years he has worked with Treenet on the Avenues of Honour
project which aims to ensure that Australia’s arboreal memorials are
documented and preserved.
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Monday 16 November – Dr Ross Both
New chums and diggers: the history of Australian mining fields through
song
Songs from the Australian mining fields that have been handed down from
singer to singer and collected by folklorists have become part of the
traditional Australian folk music genre. Music played an important part in
the life of the Australian digger, both around the campfire and performed
by professional entertainers. The songs record experiences of miners and
events that took place on the mining fields. The presentation will use
fragments of song recordings to illustrate early life and events on mining
fields, industrial unrest, introduction of new technology, and racial tensions.
Ross Both is a retired geologist and a founding member of the Burnside
Historical Society. He was one of the Wheal Watkins tour guides until the
mine was closed to public tours in 2005. He is currently the President of
the Australasian Mining History Association. As well as his interest in
mining history, he enjoys traditional Australian folk music and is
assembling a database of songs from Australian mining fields.

Local History Kiosk
The Burnside Library has recently installed a
digital Local History Kiosk in the Local
History room, where information pertaining to
the history of the Burnside area can be
browsed. The Kiosk serves as a link to
existing online historical websites such as
the Burnside Historical Society, as well as to
search engines provided by the Library such
as Ancestry.
Some highlights available on the Kiosk include the Glenside Hospital
Carnival historical films and the Council’s 2014 vs 1949 aerial imagery
comparison. Other organisations with historical collections, such as
Coopers Brewery and Penfolds Winery, have expressed interest in
contributing materials for display on the Kiosk.
The Library is currently exploring options to digitise its Local History
collection, to index the documents and make them keyword searchable on
a computer system. It is hoped that the Kiosk will also serve as a search
terminal for the digitised collection in the future.
Ben Crisp, Library Customer Service Officer
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Reflections
State History Conference
23 – 25 October 2015
Robe, South Australia
Program details available at conference.historysa.com.au

Enquires to Suzanne Redman
statehistoryconference@history.sa.gov.au or phone 8207 7570.

Link into History
Open House Adelaide and the Festival of
Architecture and Design
8 – 13 October 2015
An opportunity to see significant public buildings,
architectural and design studios and more.
www.fad.org.au

A World Away: South Australia’s War
The World War 1 experiences of South Australians on the
front line and the home front, documented in diaries, letters
and newspapers.
www.southaustraliaswar.com.au
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Joyce Steele and Jessie Cooper
Political historian Dr Jenny Tilby Stock will be
speaking at our February 2016 meeting and
particularly wants to encourage people who knew
Joyce and Jessie to attend. She writes:

Jessie Cooper

While researching the lives of Joyce Steele and
Jessie Cooper for inclusion in the Australian
Dictionary of Biography, I gathered far more
material than I was able to include in the 500-word
entries allowed for each. It would be good to share
these findings with a wider audience, especially
those of the Burnside area who knew of these
pioneering parliamentarians. The talk will cover
their early lives, arrival in SA and their far from
primrose paths via preselection into parliament.

The challenges they faced as the first women in
either house, and their achievements while there
and subsequently, probably warrant another talk,
as there is a great more to both women than the
fading clichés of popular memory.
It’s now over 20 years since they died, and we are
well overdue for a fuller treatment of the lives of
these significant Burnside women. Tapping into the
recollections of contemporaries while we still can
enables the historian to present more personal and
nuanced biographical accounts. In due course I
hope to publish much of this material in the Journal
of the Historical Society of South Australia.

Joyce Steele

Please spread the word. I welcome contributions on the night and/
or material via email or post.
Dr Jenny Tilby Stock
Department of Politics
Faculty of Arts
The University of Adelaide, Australia 5005
Ph

8313 6243; 8278 4127

e-mail: jenny.stock@adelaide.edu.au
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Real Estate Brochures
All of us would be aware of the brochures prepared by real estate companies
for handing out at open inspections. They invariably include a layout plan of
the house, a sketch or photo of the house, plus other details of the property
such as rates and taxes payable. These brochures are a classic piece of
ephemera – intended for only a moment in time.
However, they can be viewed as a valuable piece of architectural history.
They portray the property as it is at that time and provide a ground plan of the
house. A generation down the track the property may be demolished or
substantially altered to suit more modern times. Many brochures are not just
a simple A4 sheet of paper, but include colour photographs of both the
interior and exterior of the property.
Some years ago I acquired a collection of these brochures and I have added
to them as the opportunity arose. However, this has been on a very ad hoc
basis, noticing an open for inspection, dropping in and collecting a copy of
the promotional brochure and has largely been confined to my own
neighbourhood. Obviously this is not very efficient and there needs to be a
more systematic method if the collection is going to be comprehensive.
I suggest that local real estate agents be contacted and asked if they could
keep a copy of the brochure. They could then either forward them, or they
could be collected every month or so. This would need to be supported by a
letter from the Burnside Historical Society to give credibility for collecting
these brochures. While this may not capture every property placed on the
market in the City of Burnside, a significant number would be collected.

Currently I file these brochures in street order, then by street number,
ignoring the suburb. The final destination for this collection would probably be
the Local History Collection at the Burnside Library. Out of area brochures
could be passed on to the neighbouring local history societies/museums.
Andrew Peake
14 Tudor Street
Dulwich
8332 8884
Editorial note: a further refinement of Andrew’s proposal might be to
negotiate with individual real estate agents (or the industry’s umbrella body,
the Real Estate Institute of South Australia) to have copies made available of
the digital files prepared for each brochure – these could be stored in a digital
archive in the Local History Room of the Burnside Library.
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A visit to Keswick Army Museum
Monday 9 January 2015
Burnside Historical Society started the 2015 program of events with its
usual flair – a tour of the Keswick Army Museum followed by dinner at the
Goodwood Park Hotel, where all attendees had the opportunity to mix,
mingle and discuss particular aspects of the visit.
The exemplary commentary of our Guide, Jeff Ayles, related to the
comprehensive displays which indicated Australia’s involvement in so
many wars – Boer, World War I (including Gallipoli, the Western Front,
etc.); World War 2 including battles in the Pacific and North Africa
(Tobruk); then Korea, Malaya, Vietnam. An exhibition ‘Our Longest War’
depicted Australian men, women and dogs who served in the Afghanistan
War 2001-2013. We are all conscious of the ongoing conflicts where
Australian troops are still serving.
An unusual exhibit (the only one of its kind in Australia) was ‘Women at
War’, which included an array of women’s service uniforms from WWI to
the 1980s, as well as a set of water-colours by Nora Heysen, daughter of
Sir Hans, and an official war artist during WW2. A Medal Display Room
and a Souvenirs of War exhibition added different dimensions to our
Guide’s talk.
Poignant reminders of the tragedy of war were examples of letters from
the appropriate Government authority received by families telling them of
the death in action of loved ones – husband, father, son, brother. We were
reminded of the battle of Fromelles (19 July 1916) when 2,000 young
Australian men were killed in one day. At the end of WWI, Australia had
lost nearly 60,000 (including approximately 8,000 killed during the Gallipoli
campaign). Another 34,000 were killed during WW2.
A story told by one of our members reiterated the personal horror and
heartbreak of war. Her aunt and uncle lost their nine sons, one after the
other, in WWI which was going to be ‘the
the war to end all wars’ – until the
further apocalypses of WW2 – and still ongoing.
Elizabeth Rogers, OAM
(Daughter of a WWI soldier severely injured on the
Western Front)

Nora Heysen
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A. Simpson and Son

Monday 16 February 2015
Fifth generation family member and Burnside resident, Antony Simpson,
delivered a fascinating and often humorous history of the firm and family
that began in 1853 and produced the iconic washer. He provided the inside
story of how the firm survived for so long, remaining in family hands through
years of progress and occasional setbacks.
One of the secrets of its longevity was the single minded dedication to
preserving the business shown by succeeding generations of the family.
Antony traced these leaders from the ‘touchstone’ - Rev. John Simpson
(1733 – 1824); founder Alfred, who migrated to South Australia in 1849;
Alfred Junior who oversaw the growth of the small firm in Gawler Place to a
multi-factory company with a huge range of products and processes; and
Allen and Fred who created an innovative six-storey factory in Pirie Street
and established a ten-acre site at Dudley Park, north of the City.
Fourth generation, Moxon, Antony’s father and owner of well-known
Burnside landmark, ‘Undelcarra’, took over the business at the age of 28
and had to deal with a number of organisational difficulties such as
recalcitrant foremen. He also travelled to Canada to learn how to make the
washers which could no longer be imported.
The war took from the firm his brother Bob, who had designed the very
successful Dudley Park factory, but provided the family with a chuckle when
it was observed of his evacuation from Greece through Crete that he had
been ‘de-Greeced and ex-Creted.’
Antony numbered four really good decisions that fostered the Simpson
phenomenon. The first was to limit family participation; the second was the
purchase of the 10 acre site at Dudley Park; the third was to get into the
making of washers and the fourth was to bring in professional management,
with the family withdrawing to the board in 1957.
The takeover of Sir Barton Pope’s firm (officially designated a merger) saw
employment peak at 5,700 but was followed by management problems
which appeared solved in 1975 with the appointment of a new Managing
Director with a vision to bring the ‘sleeping giant’ awake. The emphasis was
on ‘value for money’ – high quality, low cost and world class factories.
Union influence was reduced and Simpson gained great leverage over
retailers, enabling them to drive down prices and dominate markets.
Subsequent problems included inadequate margins and ‘retail price
maintenance’, with the company being prosecuted by the Trades Practices
Commission. As Acting Managing Director, Antony took on the task of
gaining a remedy for the poor returns from the company’s formidable
assets.
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In 1986, when the company was won at auction by Email, it employed 2,500
people with sales of $220 million. Soon after, Email succumbed to the
Swedish Electrolux and New Zealand’s Fisher and Paykel to the Chinese
Haier.
On a note of rejuvenation, Antony concluded there is one redoubt flourishing
at Dudley Park, the factory built by Bob Simpson in 1939. There, Electrolux
makes cooking appliances which serve niche markets and hold over half the
Australian market, with a significant export business producing over 300,000
units a year and employing 500 people.

Peter Davies

Charles Todd, Government Electrician
Monday 18 May 2015

As part of History Month, self-titled ‘Forensic Heritologist’ Richard Venus
treated us to an enjoyable, well-illustrated and well-delivered talk in May.
A crowd significantly larger than normal had obviously been titillated by the
subject. Richard outlined the story of Sir Charles Todd, an Englishman, who
was appointed as ‘Astronomical and Meteorological Observer & Head of the
Electric Telegraph Department’ in South Australia in November 1855.
One of the roles of an astronomer from the 1850’s onwards was to establish
local time accurately. Richard showed us how Todd, in the former West
Terrace Observatory, was able to define Adelaide’s meridian as 138.6° east.
Given that time zones are currently of interest, we gained an understanding
of the relationship between time and location and learnt that SA’s time
meridian is currently based on Warrnambool, Victoria – not something Todd
had suggested!
Back then, observations of time were greatly enhanced by the use of newfangled electricity and electricity soon began to be used along railway
corridors. The new combination of two technologies - telegraph and
electricity - created the profession of telegraph engineers, and Charles
Todd, trained at Greenwich, England, was one such. Although Todd was
actively involved in surveying, astronomy, meteorology, telegraphy, and was
Post Master General, Richard led us through another of Todd’s scientific
disciplines – electricity. In 1860, Todd made equipment to generate
electricity and organised Adelaide’s first demonstration of electric arc light to
a crowd of 850. Compared to gas lighting then commonly used in public and
government places, this was a significant development. Richard showed us
superb images of how, just two years later, when the Duke of Edinburgh was
visiting, Todd was able to light King William Street with electricity for the first
time.
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Richard traced Todd’s key involvement in the history of electricity
development and supply in Adelaide. Highlights of Todd’s efforts include the
lighting of an Australian Rules football game at the Adelaide Oval in July
1885, and the lighting of the Jubilee Exhibition – then the largest installation
of electric lighting in Australasia.
Todd was involved with many institutions, committees and organisations in
his working life of 50 years. He was, naturally enough, asked to take sole
control of the installation of electric light in the colony’s Parliament House.
As a leading scientist in the new field of electricity, Todd contributed
significantly to engineering education, government supply of electricity,
government regulations and street lighting. In 1898, when SA’s first major
power station opened at Port Adelaide, Todd was a notable guest. In fact,
so widely was he respected and admired, that he appeared to be named in
rank only after royalty and very senior government figures.
Rick Moore

The BHS Committee has reviewed the Society's Risk Management Policy
for meetings and excursions and as part of this has received an update
from Council of emergency contacts and instructions for use by hirers of
the Burnside Community Centre. The Wardens for Emergencies on
meeting nights for 2015/16 are Sharan Northcott (Chief Warden), David
Monceaux, Sandra Lachlan, Ally Preiss, Rick Moore and Geoffrey
Treloar. We appreciate their willingness to be available.
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Burnside Street Names and their Origins
The 3rd Edition of the BHS publication Burnside Street Names and their
Origins was launched at our meeting on Monday 20th July. As editor, I
presented copies to the Mayor of Burnside David Parkin and Burnside
Library representative Ken Lewig.
As its contribution to the 1986 Jubilee 150 celebrations, twenty-three
members of the BHS conducted a project for the 1st edition of the
publication edited by John Clark. They researched the origins and meanings
of the names of the 600 streets in the Burnside Council area. Some origins
were not, and still have not been, found.
Over the following years further information became available to fill in some
of the omissions and a number of new streets were created as a result of
subdivisions, boundary re-alignments, and the addition of Auldana and Skye
A 2nd edition, edited by myself, was issued in 2000, including further
research on many of the origins. Descriptions were improved so that they
not only answered the question ‘what was the origin?’ but also ‘why was that
origin relevant?’ For example Allen Street in Burnside is named after
Richard Allen but this can leave the reader with the feeling of ‘so what’,
unless the description also explains why it was named after him.
In this 3rd Edition I have corrected errors and introduced information about
roads in new subdivisions such as the former Cooper’s Brewery property
and around Glenside Hospital. I have also designed a more elegant style of
presentation and introduced the colour blue for each street name.
Richard House OAM
At the launch, Mayor David Parkin praised the Society for the useful
research and the benefit of our projects to the City of Burnside. Ken
Lewig said the information provided in the Street Names project has been
extremely valuable in answering questions about origins of street names
and was much appreciated.
This third edition will be uploaded to the Council website and accessed by
a link to our website. We thank members for providing information that
has been used to update the publication.

Meredith Ide
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Pictured - Burnside Library’s Ken Lewig with Richard Harris,
editor of the 3rd Edition of Burnside Street Names and their Origins
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Knoxville Real Estate Posters
At the July 2015 general meeting of the Society President Meredith Ide
presented to representatives of the Burnside Library two real estate posters,
one dated 1881 and the second 1882. The posters were prepared to
advertise the sale of allotments in a subdivision of land called at the time
Knoxville, but which we now know as Glenside. Fittingly, Adrian Dormer –
who gave the posters to the Society for safe keeping – was present at the
hand-over. Immediate Past President of the Society, Colin Harris, prepared
the following notes to accompany the posters, which will be housed in the
Local History Room of the Library.
In 2013 telecommunications technician Adrian Dormer contacted the
Burnside Historical Society to say that he had found two old posters relating
to the sale of allotments in a late 19th century subdivision called Knoxville, an
area of land within the City of Burnside that we now know as Glenside.
Adrian had found the posters while working on a property in the Adelaide
Hills and kindly donated them to the Society. As the Society does not have a
charter, or the capacity to curate and display items of historical interest, it has
been agreed that the posters will be presented to the City of Burnside for
display and retention in the Local History Room of the Burnside Library.
The 1881 poster is based on a plan of subdivision of sections 272 & 273 in
the Hundred of Adelaide which created 430 allotments, each half an acre in
size. The area was bounded by Greenhill Road, Conyngham Street,
Bevington Road and (then) Beaumont Road (now Portrush Road). The poster
advises that the allotments are to be sold by auction on the land Saturday
12 November 1881, 10% deposit with the balance to be paid within three
years at 6% interest. With characteristic real estate puff, prospective buyers
are told that the land is within two miles of the city, has ‘good garden soil’,
chain-wide roads and ‘splendid views of the Gulf, Hills and the Plains’.
Almost exactly twelve months later a second poster has appeared, advising
the sale of unsold allotments in the ‘Township of Knoxville’. For this auction a
number of former half acre allotments have been amalgamated into ten acre
allotments and these are intermixed with the remaining unsold half acre
allotments. The auction was advertised for Wednesday 8 November 1882 at
the Old Exchange Auction Mart. Interestingly, Beaumont Road has by now
become Portrush Road and the subdivision has been given a number of new
streets, giving to the area the street layout and street names that have
carried through to the present. The terms of sale have changed slightly,
probably reflecting the tightening economic situation of South Australia in the
early 1880s: an additional 10% is now required within one month (on top of
the 10% on fall of the hammer) with the balance to be paid within five years
at 6%.
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Knoxville took its name from Nathanial Knox senior, the father of Nathanial
Knox junior who owned the substantial Burnside estate of Clifton, the former
grounds of which now make up the Burnside suburb of Stonyfell. Knox
senior had been granted sections 272 & 273 and prior to subdivision (shortly
after his death) the land had been let to tenant farmers and dairymen.
Prior ownership of the posters is unknown, but they represent a rare surviving
record of the subdivision and sales process that was going on all over the
Adelaide Plains throughout the 19th and into the 20th centuries. Although the
print is still quite legible, both have been crudely mounted on masonite, one
is poorly framed and both are dirt-stained. Restoration and conservation work
is required before they deteriorate further.
Colin Harris PSM

Pictured L-R, Colin Harris, Burnside Library’s Ken Lewig and BHS President
Meredith Ide with the Knoxville posters
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Was he your neighbour?
Leon Maxwell Gellert

1892 - 1977

Gellert, a WW1 poet, teacher and journalist, spent the last few years of his
life living at 21 Lerwick Avenue, Hazelwod Park or, as he described it,
“Crumble Cottage”.
Leon Maxwell Gellert was born at Walkerville to James (a clerk of
Hungarian descent) and Eliza, nee Sutton. His strict Methodist father was
known to flog him as punishment so Leon joined the YMCA to learn
self-defence. His father introduced him to books even though he refused to
finance Leon’s education beyond Adelaide High School. But with financial
assistance from an uncle, Leon attended Teacher Training College where he
studied Modern European History, Education, English Language and
Literature and subsequently embarked on a teaching career at Unley and
Hindmarsh Public Schools.

Leon enlisted in the AIF 18 days after the outbreak of WW1 serving at
Gallipoli where he was wounded. Following diagnoses of septicaemia,
dysentery and epilepsy he received a medical discharge. Although he
attempted re-enlistment a few months later, he was not accepted so
returned to teaching, this time at Norwood.
His verse collection Songs of a Campaign was published in 1917 to some
acclaim, being said by the Bulletin to be one of the best verse collections of
WW1. The third edition was illustrated by artist Norman Lindsay.
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In 1918 he married at Woodville but later moved to Sydney, where he began
a career in journalism editing Art in Australia. He later worked for the Sydney
Morning Herald as Literary Editor. After the death of his wife in 1969, he
returned to Adelaide where he lived with his pet daschund at Crumble
Cottage until his death in 1977.
His poems include the following:
The Jester in the Trench
“That reminds me of a yarn,” he said,
And everybody turned to hear his tale.
He had a thousand yarns inside his head.
They waited for him, ready with their mirth
And creeping smile – then suddenly turned pale,
Grew still, and gazed upon the earth.
They heard no tale; no further word was said.
And with his untold fun, half leaning on his gun,
They left him – dead.
Leon Gellert 10th Battalion AIF
References:
G Souter Australian Dictionary of Biography Vol. 14 1996
Melbourne University Press
Western Mail Perth WA Thursday 2 October 1930 p.2
Submitted by Anne Both
SUBS RENEWALS FOR 2015/2016
All subscriptions fall due on 1 April this year: the amount is unchanged from last
year. Memberships may be paid at our monthly meetings, by direct bank transfer, or
posted to the Treasurer, Richard House, at the Society’s address indicated on the
inside back cover.
Subscription Payments by Direct Bank Transfer
Burnside Historical Society subscriptions can be paid by direct bank transfer.
Bank Name BankSA Account Name Burnside Historical Society
BSB
105 086 Account No
330298840
Your Name Ensure that this field shows your name clearly
Amount
$25 for a single member or $37 for a family members.
Message/Reference
Please also enter your name in this field
Please never pay your subscription as an over the counter deposit.
The Society welcomes donations made by members. These extra contributions to
our funds will be put to good use in our ongoing projects to record the history of the
City of Burnside.
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Burnside Historical Society Inc.
PO Box 152 Glenside SA 5065
OBJECTIVES - The objectives of the Society shall be:






to arouse interest in and to promote the study and discussion of Australian
and South Australian history and in particular, the history of the City of
Burnside;
to promote the collection, recording, preservation and classification of works,
source material and artefacts of all kinds relating to Burnside history;
to assist in the protection and preservation of buildings, works and sites of
historical significance in the City of Burnside;
to co-operate with similar societies and other bodies throughout Australia;
to do all such other things as are conducive or incidental to the attainment of
any of the above objectives.

OFFICE-BEARERS FOR 2015-16
President:
Vice-President:
Public Officer:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Committee:

Meredith Ide JP
8365 3049 or 0439 478 352
Vacant
Meredith Ide JP
8365 3049
Vacant
Richard House OAM 8552 4723
Anne Both, Dr Ross Both, Judy Fander, Ally Preiss, David Rogers,
Geraldine Treloar OAM

Newsletter Subcommittee
Judy Brown (compiler), Barbara Parker PSM, Elizabeth Rogers OAM (Editor),
Colin Harris PSM (Editor)

Contributors: Apart from the Newsletter Subcommittee, we are fortunate to
have members who contribute and their names appear with articles in the relevant
issues.
Distribution Organiser: Shirley Sumerling (8364 3505)
Program Subcommittee: Meredith Ide (Chair), Ally Preiss, Anne Both
Plaques Subcommittee: Meredith Ide (Chair), Colin Harris PSM,
David Monceaux (co-opted), Ken Lawson

Mines Subcommittee: Dr Ross Both (Chair), Meredith Ide, David Monceaux
Publicity: Meredith Ide
Recorders: Ross Both, David Monceaux
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Front Cover:
Speaker Richard Venus with special guest ‘Charles Todd’. Richard
gave an entertaining account of Todd’s life and achievements at the
Society’s May meeting. You can read about it on page 12 of this
issue.

Disclaimer
Views and opinions expressed in articles in the Newsletter do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Burnside Historical Society Inc. While every effort is
made to ensure the accuracy of articles printed, responsibility is not accepted for
any errors they may contain that are out of the Society’s control.
The Privacy Act
A member’s personal information collected by the Society, for example name,
address and telephone number, will only be used for forwarding of the
Newsletter and relevant information concerning the Society. The information will
not be shared, sold or given to any third party without the member’s consent.
Any e-mails will be treated as above. However, any information sent by e-mail
will be at the sender’s risk and the Society will not be held responsible for any
unintended use or disclosure of this information.
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